Koji Chicken Tacos

NEW WORLDS OF INSPIRATION
INVITE EXPLORATION.
Bring the excitement of faraway flavor to your menu with new regional
Minor’s Ready-To-Use (RTU) Asian Sauces featuring Korean-Style BBQ
®

Sauce, Pad Thai Sauce and Char Siu Chinese-Style BBQ Sauce.

NEW WORLDS OF FLAVOR AWAIT.

Discover more fuel for your culinary creativity with three new Minor’s RTU Asian sauces, specifically
crafted with authentic ingredients to bring contemporary ethnic flavors into your kitchen.

(RTU) Korean-Style BBQ Sauce

Korean Short Rib

GLOBE: 12314487
CASE UPC: 0005000014085500

Gochugaru peppers deliver just the right amount of heat
to this Korean-style BBQ sauce complemented with notes
of ginger, orange, sesame and garlic.

Korean BBQ exhibited 182.8% growth in the last four years.*

(RTU) Char Siu Chinese-Style BBQ Sauce

Char Siu Banh Mi

GLOBE: 12314509
CASE UPC: 0005000044521900

5 spice (star anise, cinnamon, fennel, clove, Szechuan peppers)
sets the tone for this savory BBQ sauce made with sherry wine,
tomato, soy and vinegar.

Glazing is a growing preparation method with current menu penetration at 28.8% and a 12.3% 4-year growth rate.*
Asian Grilled Steak
Salad with Pad Thai
Vinaigrette

(RTU) Pad Thai Sauce
GLOBE: 12314508
CASE UPC: 0005000099465600

Familiar sweet, tangy flavor comes through in a sauce
that’s ready to use for Pad Thai or other Thai-style dishes.

Menu penetration of regionally specific Asian flavors is growing and shifting away from the all-encompassing Asian
fusion / amalgam flavors. Pad Thai Sauce has a menu penetration of 5% and an 11.9% 4-year growth rate.*

On-trend Flavor

Versatility

Convenience

Created based on the growing desire
for regionally-specific Asian flavors and
packed with authentic ethnic ingredients.

From Asian to fusion, add mouthwatering
flavor as a condiment, glaze, finishing sauce or
use as a foundation for your own creative take.

Each sauce is ready to use
and Ready to FlavorTM
directly from the bottle.

Ready to Flavor means
TM

According to the FDA and USDA, “Ready-to-Eat”
means the food is in a form that is edible without
any additional preparation to achieve food safety.

To expand your menu with new Minor’s Ready-To-Use Asian Sauces,
please contact your sales representative.

1.800.243.8822
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